Verbal or Written Consent is obtained at the Donor Hospital by a Designated Requestor.

OPC faxes Serology Worksheet to RN. RN orders serologies. Blood labeled with 3 identifiers.

Blood tubes sent to Emergency Room at Donor Hospital. Counter picks up blood. Blood delivered to UWHC ER. ERI pages OPC. Blood tubes go to the Core Lab. Serologies begun at UWHC. Blood Bank receives samples for ABO.

Tissue Typing begins at UWHC. 1 failed or positive result ≈ 1-4 hour wait. Family advised of time frame.

OPC faxes new process instructions to RN. New Process.

Verbal or Written Consent is obtained at the Donor Hospital by a Designated Requestor. OPC faxes new process instructions to RN. RN orders serologies. Blood labeled with 3 identifiers.

Blood delivered to UWHC ER. ERI pages OPC. Blood tubes go to the Core Lab. Core Lab divides samples. Blood Bank receives samples for ABO.

Tissue Typing begins at UWHC. 1 failed or positive result ≈ 1-4 hour wait. 2 failed or positive result ≈ 5 hour wait.